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Information richness paradox

It’s on Meta...
This talk

- Why podcasts
- How to start
Podcasting about Wikimedia in your language
Why podcasts?
Why your local language?
How to get started
You don’t need expensive equipment. A basic microphone, even the one in an external web camera, will get you far. Headphones will help.
This is almost the most important resource. Try to find places that are silent and without echo for recording.
Audacity!
Recording remotely

Test, test, test
What type of podcast?

- Format
- Niche
- Periodicity/Length
Finding information

- Wikimedia Diff
- Wikipedia Signpost
- Wikipedia Weekly
- Follow affiliates on social media
- Newsletters
  - Tech news
  - Wikidata
  - Growth
  - Abstract Wikipedia
  - Education
  - This month in GLAM
  - Research
- wikimedia-l
- Other podcasts
Other podcasts

- Wikimedia Commons
- Wikipedia Weekly
- The World According to Wikipedia
- Wiki Move
- WikiAfrica Hour
- Wiki Update
- Between the Brackets
- Wikipediapodden
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